
5G is a weapons system designed to KILL people, says weapons expert Mark
Steele

Description

Weapons expert Mark Steele has warned the public that 5G is a weapons system designed to kill
people masquerading as a benign advanced technology for enhanced communications and faster
downloads.

In an expert report, Steele said 5G represents a heinous crime if a person understands the motive
behind its deployment.

Steele previously acted as a witness and provided statements in several court cases, exposing the lack
of any credible evidence that the 5G light-emitting diode (LED) network and planned neural connection
to the 5G grid are safe. He also exposed the nano metamaterial technologies that are contaminating
Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccinations.

His efforts paid off as a judge at Newcastle Crown Court declared that “the 5G risk must be debated.”

“The evidence I presented to the court defeated the attempt by the local authorities and actors in the
British establishment to silence me from providing the published scientific evidence on the risks posed
to the public and environment from the 5G urban radar network and its ultimate purpose,” Steele said.

That victory in legal battlefield created a publicity storm that helped highlight the actual risks of 5G
deployment across the world, as well as the total lack of care by regulators.

Steele lamented that the world is blindly following the plans of the technocratic elite and the military-
industrial-pharma complex to terminate large numbers within populations across the world.

“The compartmentalization of weapons systems development has played a crucial role in not alerting
those within the regulatory authorities and telecommunications industry to the real purpose and
intentions of those driving and funding the deployment of 5G and biological chemical weapons
masquerading as COVID-19 vaccines for a planned control and command kill grid,” he said.
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Steele explains connections between 5G and COVID-19
vaccines

Elsewhere in the report, Steele elaborated on the connections between 5G and COVID-19 vaccines.

“The COVID-19 vaccine adverse reactions data read like the destruction of mankind as millions of
North American citizens die and are injured in the medical experiment that is in breach of the
Nuremberg Code and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,” Steele said.

“The fact that the COVID-19 vaccines vector data was made in biological chemical weapons
laboratories proves that they are only masquerading as vaccines, with the emerging data of
sterilization, ill health and death across the West revealing their true purpose,” Steele said.

According to Steele, the 5G network has the capability to target acquire and attack the vaccinated due
to the nano metamaterial antenna from COVID-19 vaccine.

“Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (LAWS) need the 5G networks to maintain their geoposition
and navigate their environment to the target,” he explained.

“These weapons cannot rely on satellite communications due to the potential for inclement weather
events and signal latency to disrupt their signals so they must have localized 5G networks for the
upcoming cityscape battlefield environment, for assassination capability and for battlefield domination
in planned future wars.”

Watch the video below to know why weapons expert Mark Steele called 5G a weapons system
designed to kill people.
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